ONE SPOT ON BIKE WORKS’ TRIP TO GUATEMALA

Value: $1,500

Join Bike Works for a once-in-a lifetime trip to Guatemala to learn and work with community organizations who are using the bicycle in creative ways for positive impact. Visit Maya Pedal in San Andrés Itzapa and see how they use pedal power to make bicycle machines to help with everyday tasks.

Then visit organizations in San Pedro and San Marcos on Lake Atitlán and travel to Antigua where you can participate in an optional mountain biking session. Rustic accommodations, English translation, and ground transportation in Guatemala are included, along with some meals.

Restrictions: Good for one spot on a trip scheduled for November 2-8, 2020. The group is capped at eight participants total, plus trip leaders. Airfare is not included. Valid for adults over 18 only.

Thank you: Bike Works Seattle
DAVINCI TANDEM BIKE

Value: $5,700

Anyone who’s ridden a tandem knows the most difficult part is syncing your legs with your partner’s. DaVinci’s ICS drivetrain separates the captain and stoker so either can take a break or miss a pedal stroke and not be punished by the bicycle. The Joint Venture gives you 38 gears, turning mountains into molehills.

Size: 50 cm captain (5’3” to 5’6” rider), 40 cm stoker (4’10 to 5’2” rider).

Thank you: David Glickerman

PRIVATE FLIGHT AND LUNCH IN THE SAN JUANS

Value: $700

Meet two of your friends and your pilot at Boeing Field for a private flight for three to the San Juan Islands. Choose Orcas or San Juan Island where the pilot will treat you to lunch and a walk around Eastsound or Friday Harbor. With a full belly and lungs full of fresh salt air, relax for a scenic return trip to Boeing Field, including a flyover Snoqualmie Falls or Mount Baker to round out this fantastical voyage.

Restrictions: Date and time to be coordinated with the pilot and Mother Nature--flights are always weather dependent.

Thank you: Bill Craven & Justin Huff
**PROGRESSIVE HOUSE BOAT DINNER FOR 8**

Value: $1,200

Bring seven of your closest friends to a gourmet progressive dinner party for eight, complete with drinks, appetizers, dessert, and an electric powerboat ride around Lake Union. Choose a summer Tuesday evening for your dinner at the floating home of Peter Dess and Anne Bonn to enjoy the best seats in the house for Seattle's Duck Dodge. This 46-year tradition fills Lake Union with festooned sailboats of every size, from dingy to schooner to ship, captained by costumed sailors of every stripe. Dessert will follow at David and Stephanie Farrell's neighboring houseboat.

*Restrictions: Date and time to be chosen on a mutually agreeable Tuesday in the summer of 2020. Every effort will be made to accommodate guest dietary and accessibility needs.*

*Thank you: David & Stephanie Farrell and Peter Dess & Anne Bonn.*

---

**CUSTOM ERICKSON STEEL ROADIE**

Value: $3,500

This road racer was hand-built by bike master Glenn Erickson. The mother-of-pearl Chrome-Molybdenum Steel frame is assembled with custom lugs, and will turn any carbon fiber enthusiast onto steel. Hand-carved celestial accents, Campagnolo Record components, ten-speed Ergo shifters, and Campagnolo Eurus Wheels will send you racing for the stars.

Size: 54 cm frame for a person between 5’6" and 5’10" tall.

*Thank you: Daniel Byrne*
RIDE FROM METIER TO METIER
Value: $1,000

Meet your nine closest friends at Metier Seattle on Capitol Hill for breakfast and coffee from Homegrown Sustainable Sandwiches. Owner, trainer, and bike racer Todd Herriott will lead a ride for up to 10 people along the Burke Gilman Trail to Metier Brewing in Woodinville. Enjoy a private tasting and tour with the brewmaster, plus a casual lunch! Stow your very own commemorative glass carefully in your pannier before roaring your terrible roar and riding back to Seattle.

Restrictions: Date to be determined by auction winner. All efforts to accommodate dietary restrictions and riding abilities will be made in coordination with auction winner. Expires September 27, 2020.

Thank you: Metier Seattle, Homegrown Seattle, Metier Brewing

CUSTOM BUILD THE BIKE WORKS WAY
Value: $750

Bike Works custom bikes are the perfect way to get your dream bike built just for you out of a mix of recycled, refurbished, and new parts. Get ready to turn heads and love riding more than ever before!


Thank you: Friends of Bike Works

HOOD CANAL RETREAT
Value: $1,000

Spend a quiet, relaxing four-day weekend (Thurs-Mon) with up to five of your friends in a beautiful cabin on the Hood Canal in Belfair, Washington. Enjoy water views from the cabin, completely rebuilt in 2011 from all recycled wood. Take in Mother Nature by a bike ride along nearby trails, hiking in the woods, or walking along the beach. An hour and a half from Seattle, by ferry or by freeway.


Thank you: Suzanne Carlson, Bike Works founding Executive Director, and her mother, Anne Hallett.
THE TITANIUM ADVENTURE TOURING BIKE, OUTFITTED BY EVO

Value: $1,000

Ditch the pavement and travel the path less pedaled with this titanium shred sled. Some say function over form, but in this case form can equal function with a Surly Troll Fork and Moloko Bar and Shimano 10 speed Dyna-Sys drive train. Hit the trails fully outfitted by evo with a Blackburn Local Deluxe Rack, Crank Brothers stamp pedals, Serfas Thunderbolt light combo, Lezyne Digital micro floor pump, and a Kryptonite U-Lock.

Size: 14” frame for a rider between 5’0” and 5’4” tall.

Thank you: evo and Friends of Bike Works